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Subject 

In many situations, we want to characterize a subset of the dataset. The GROUP 

CHARACTERIZATION component allows comparing several subgroups, it computes and 

compares descriptive statistics on the subsets. But, this component performs univariate 

analysis. It uses individually the attributes and does not analyze the possible interaction 

between two or more variables.   

 

In this tutorial, we show a new component SPV ASSOC TREE that allows characterizing a 

subset of examples with the conjunction of variables. In fact, it is a “supervised like” 

association rule algorithm where we define the consequent of the rule. 

Dataset 

We use the “Congress vote” dataset (VOTE.TXT).  We want to characterize the republicans’ 

subgroup from their votes on several subjects. 

Multivariate group characterization 

Importation 

First of all, we create a new diagram and import the dataset with the FILE / NEW menu. 
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Select attributes 

We add the DEFINE STATUS component; we set as TARGET the CLASS attribute, and set as 

INPUT the others. 

 

 

Univariate group characterization 

We use the GROUP CHARACTERIZATION component to compare the conditional 

probabilities in each subgroup. The attributes are ranked according their test-value that 

indicates the importance of the difference between groups.  

 

Our goal is to study the republicans’ subgroup. But, this component shows the results on 

each subgroup, including the democrats. We read only the first column. 
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There are 435 congressmen, 168 are republicans (38%).  The first attribute that characterizes 

the republicans is PHYSICIAN-FEE-FREEZE: 40.69% (177 congressmen) have answer YES; 

among the republicans, this proportion is increased to 97.02%, i.e. 97.02% x 168 = 163 

congressmen. 

 

We can deduce several probabilities from theses results: 

%02.97)/( == republicanyphysicianP  

and 
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=
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yphysicianP

yphysicianrepublicanP
yphysicianrepublicanP  

We can read the same results on each attribute. 

Multivariate characterization 

This first component cannot handle the simultaneous effect of two or more variables. The 

characterization is not powerful. 
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The SPV ASSOC TREE component build association rule where we can define the item that 

we want obtains in the consequent of the rule. We use this one to characterize the 

republican’s subgroup. 

 

We add this component in the diagram. Let we see its main parameters. 

 

 

 

The first four parameters (SUPPORT, CONFIDENCE, MAX ITEMSET, LIFT) are the same 

one that the standard association rules A PRIORI algorithm. They enable to restrict the 

number of produced rules. 

 

LEARNING SET RATIO enables to create learning and test set from the whole dataset. It is 

not useful for our problem. 

 

REPETITION is an experimental parameter, which we can ignore. 

 

The last parameter is very important, CLASS VALUE enables us to define the subgroup 

which we want characterize. We set the “republican” value here. 

 

In the SORTING tab, we set the criterion to use when we sort the rules. It can be of primary 

importance if we obtain a lot of rules. 
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We obtain the following results. 

 

 

We find again similar results to the GROUP CHARACTERIZATION component, but we 

have also more detailed results. 

 

The rule n°1 is the same one, with another kind of measures:  

• The SUPPORT shows %5.37
435

163
)( ==∩= republicanyphysicianP  

• The CONFIDENCE shows the probability %1.92)/( == yphysicianrepublicanP  
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• The LIFT computes 384.2
%6.38

%1.92
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republicanP

yphysicianrepublicanP
 

 

The main contribution of this new component is that we can handle the interaction between 

two or more attributes. We see for instance the rule n°4. We see the contribution of MX-

MISSILE to PHYSICIAN in the characterization. We obtain a more accurate rule, the 

confidence of the rule becomes: %2.94)/( ==−∩= nmissilemxyphysicianrepublicanP . 

Nevertheless, this improvement seems to be not significant. We see in the next section if we 

can obtain more convincing results. 

Modify the parameters 

This is a powerful approach, but the results rely heavily on the parameters. If we are too 

restrictive, we obtain a few number of rules, and we can miss some interesting rules; if we 

are too permissive, we obtain a great number of rules, it becomes very hard to distinguish 

the interesting ones. 

 

We try to reduce the SUPPORT MIN to 10%, and increase the CONFIDENCE MIN to 90%; 

we sort the rules according to the LIFT. 

 

There are 270 rules! The first four ones are very accurate; they have not a counter-examples. 

 


